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Abstract
A post-weld heat treatment consisting of solution treatment and subsequent aging (STA) is
widely applied to aluminum joints fabricated by friction stir welding (FSW) to improve the
mechanical strength via precipitation hardening. In this study, aerospace aluminum alloys of
AA2198 and AA7475 were FSWed in similar and dissimilar states. Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) was used to trace the precipitation strengthening during the aging of welded
specimens. The post-weld aging procedures were designed based on the DSC outputs.
Accordingly, welded sheets were solution treated at 480 ℃ and 540 ℃ for 10 to 90 min, air-cooled
and aged at 155 ℃ and 170 ℃ for 2 to 40 h, respectively. Optical micrographs revealed that due
to the faster kinetics of the recrystallization, higher homogenizing temperature led to nucleation
of the finer grains from highly stress localized points in the stir zone (SZ) and TMAZ by faster
growth rate. Higher time and temperature of the solution-treatment eventuated in accumulation
of Cu-enriched intermetallic phases in the grain boundaries at SZ and TMAZ of AA7475,
attenuation of the grains adhesion and failure of the sample. Hardness test results showed that
the hardness increased in AA7475 alloy while decreasing in AA2198 alloy in the as-welded state.
Post weld heat treatment enhanced the hardness in AA2198 and reduced it in AA7475. However,
it had no significant effect on the grain size.
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Introduction
In recent decades, friction stir welding (FSW) as a method for solid-state welding of the aluminum
alloys has come to the spotlight of the welding engineers and exploited in many industrial
applications [1-3]. The low weight/volume ratio of the aluminum alloys beside notable
susceptibility to a broad range of phase transformations has made them interesting for welding
development through different methods such as FSW [4-11]. Nevertheless, stir welding does not
confine to bonding the aluminum alloys and was extensively utilized for other metals like copper

[12-14], titanium [15], magnesium [16], steels [17-20], Pb [21] and Ni alloys [22]. During the FSW
process, a non-consumable rotating pin moves between the metallic plates, and because of the
heat accumulation under the pin, intense turbulence creates between the semi-solid materials
and welds the sheets [2]. Delijaicov et al. pointed to the rotational speed and proceeding rate as
the most determinative parameters in the FSW process that control the heat input and flow of the
material [23]. Formerly, FSW was repeatedly examined on the aluminum alloys, which have weak
weldability, namely as 7xxx and 2xxx series as similar [24-26] and dissimilar [27-29] modes.
Among these materials, Al-Cu-Li (AA2198) and Al-Zn-Mg (AA7475) are of the third-generation
advanced aluminum alloys largely used in aerospace applications. The attendance of Li in Al-CuLi alloy not only can lessen the density but also can enhance the elastic modulus and specific
strength [30]. In a most recent application, AA2198 is employed in the skin of two-stage rocket
SpaceX Falcon9 [31]. Based on the literature, during the FSW of AA2198, an increase in the
rotational speed can displace the failure point from HAZ to the TMAZ/SZ border [32]. Goebel et
al. argued that the HAZ and frontier of TMAZ/SZ are more vulnerable points for failure. The
weakness of HAZ arises from partial precipitation owing to thermal cycles, while the SZ/TMAZ
interface suffers from a lack of strong bonding due to residual stress [31]. Milagre et al. studied
the phase transformation in similar FSWed AA2198 alloys. They claimed that the key phases at
the base metal were T1 (Al2CuLi) θ′ (Al2Cu), δ′/β′(Al3(Li,Zr)) and Ω (Al2Cu). Based on their
observation, regardless of retreating or advancing side, HAZ was free of the θ′ phase. In the TMAZ,
T1, δ′/β′, GP zones phase were observed in the retreating side, while T1 and GP zones were
detected. Also in the SZ, GP zones, T1, δ′/β′ (Al3(Li,Zr)) and Ω were traced [33]. Entringer et al.
explored the effect of the Cu/Li ratio on the precipitation. They declared that a low Cu/Li ratio
induced softer behavior and reduced the yield strength of the base metal. However, the high Cu/Li
ratio improved the thermal stability, dissolution of the T1 phase, formation of equilibrium phases
in SZ, and homogenizing and overaging in HAZ [34]. Stir welding of AA7475 has also studied
previously. Reddy et al. [35] investigated the FSW of AA7475-T761 sheets and argued that the
welding center includes the finest microstructure displayed the maximum hardness value.
Furthermore, their observations indicated that MgZn2, Al2Cu, and Al2CuMg were the main
particles often formed in SZ of AA7475. Kalashnikova et al. announced that during similar welding
of AA7475, stir zone have the finest grains by the most uniform distribution of the particles [36].
Jacob et al. stated that during FSW of AA7475, choosing a high rotational speed (1120 rpm), a
very low proceeding rate (63 mm/min), and cooling through the ice slush could suppress the
precipitate coarsening and encourage the ultrafine graining [37]. However, Gupta et al. [38] and
Goel et al. [39] recommended the 400 and 560 rpm as the best rotational speed for similar
welding of AA7475, respectively. It has proved that in similar welding of AA7475, defects were
mostly formed in the TMAZ and HAZ and led to hardness attenuation [40]. A similar observation

was also described by Zaman Khan et al. on the joining of AA2219 to AA7475 [41]. To improve
the weldability and mechanical strength of the AA2XXX and AA7XXX joints, some researchers
added a little of powders like B4C and CeO2 to the aluminum matrix before FSW [42]. Nevertheless,
STA is the most common way to improve the strength and formability of the FSWed sheets up to
the desired level [43-46]. The aged samples often will overage during FSW from HAZ and parts of
the TMAZ. Essentially STA could increase the hardness due to precipitation hardening [47]. To
assess the effect of aging on properties of the fabricated joint between aluminum alloys, often
FSWed sheets undergone solution-treatment at a temperature range of 460-580 ℃ for 0.5-4 h
[48-51]. As a result, often most of the precipitates dissolve in the matrix, and final quenching
prevents from nucleation of the new particles. In the following, supplementary aging at a
temperature range of 120-190 ℃ for 1-30 h exerts to the samples [52-55]. Consequently, gradual
germination of fine particles leads to precipitate hardening and enhancement of mechanical
strength.
In the current research, the influence of STA on mechanical properties and microstructural
evolutions of FSWed AA2198-T3 and AA7475-W as similar and dissimilar was investigated.
Microstructural observations were authorized by XRD and DSC outputs to explore the phase
transformations. Eventually, mechanical behavior was validated by microstructural evidence and
failure analysis, and the most efficient STA procedure was introduced.
Experimental procedure
Aluminum sheets of AA2198-T3 and 7475-W with an initial thickness of 3 mm were supplied by
Alenia Aeronautica aerospace company. Chemical composition of examined alloys is presented in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Chemical composition of employed 2198 and 7475 aluminum alloys revealed by EDS.

The small atomic weight of Li hindered its recognition through the EDS detector. However, XRD
analysis unveiled it in the AA2198 structure. As can be seen, Zn and Mg were the main alloying
elements in AA7475, while Cu was the dominant alloying element in AA2198. FSW performed in
both similar and dissimilar states by employing a tool having a 13.45 mm shoulder diameter and
a pin with a 4.7 mm diameter and 3.16 mm height. The progress angle, traverse, and rotational
speeds of the tool considered as 2°, 50 mm/min, and 830 rpm, respectively. Welding tool
assembled on a milling machine. Schematic representation of the welding process and practical
image of dissimilarly welded alloys have been displayed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the FSW process (a) and dissimilar welding between AA7475-W and
AA2198-T3 (b).

Hardness variation was measured along the cross-section of the welded sheets using the Brinell
tool equipped to an indenter with 2.5 mm diameter imposing load of 50 kg. For metallographic
observations, the cross-section of the welded specimens was mechanically polished by SiC papers
and diamond suspension and etched using Keller and barker reagents. Variation of chemical

composition in weld constituents and precipitates was tracked by scanning electron microscope
(SEM) equipped to an energy dispersion spectroscopy (EDS) detector. X-ray analysis aided to
validate the SEM results. For checking the phase transition temperatures, small parts of the weld
line were analyzed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) under a dynamic argon
atmosphere, scanning rate 20°C/min. DSC samples were annealed at 550 °C for 4 h under argon
atmosphere and quenched in the water. All the welded specimens have been aged in an oil bath
with constant temperature in two steps; short-term aging at 120 °C for 3 h and subsequent longterm aging at 155 °C and 170 °C. Microstructure and mechanical strength in different specimens
before and after STA were evaluated using OM and Brinell hardness, respectively.
Results and discussion
Microstructure variation in cross-section of the weld line is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Variation of size and morphology of grains in AA7475 and AA2198 after dissimilar welding in base
metal (a, b), HAZ to SZ (c, d), SZ (e, f) and higher magnification of SZ (g, h), respectively.

Comparison of Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), indicated that the grains were elongated in base metals. The
morphology of grains in HAZ and TMAZ of the dissimilar joint has been demonstrated in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d). The noticeable difference between AA7475 and AA2198 was the sharp refinement of
grains at the SZ border of AA7475 (Fig. 3c). However, in AA2198 side, grains refined gradually
along with partial recrystallization from HAZ to SZ. Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) show the grain size
distribution inside the SZ of AA7475 and AA2198, respectively. On both sides, grains had the same
morphology and non-uniform distribution. In-depth analysis in higher magnifications (Figs. 3g
and 3f) worthy proved that semi-equiaxed grains in SZ of AA7475 were finer than AA2198
counterpart.
The microstructure of different regions formed by the rotary shoulder is depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Microstructure of (a) welding edge, (b) grain refinement close to the surface in SZ, (c) grain size
variation at the interface of AA7475 and AA2198, and (d) coarse grains in HAZ of AA2198.

The welding margin that was in direct touch with a rotating pin contains a grain gradient (Fig.
4a). The layers closer to the shoulder had finder grains. According to Fig. 4(b), areas under the
shoulder and near the surface have the finest grains. Furthermore, the grains of AA2198 and
AA7475 had not the same size in SZ and were distinct from each other by a sharp interface (Fig.
4c). A similar observation is also reported on FSWed AA2219-O to AA7475-T761 [56].
Accordingly, partial recrystallization and precipitate strengthening starts from the TMAZ and

continues up to HAZ. Detailed structural analysis indicated that the bottom of AA2198 under the
shoulder involves some coarse grains. Grain coarsening there could be attributed to insufficient
heat dissipation under the pin. The creation of a small hole under the pin is known as a tunneling
defect, which usually arises from a low tilt angle of the shoulder. To avoid the tunneling fault, it is
crucial to perform the welding at high enough temperatures. As a result, it is necessary to work
at a high rotational speed and low progress speed [23]. To explore the lattice parameters and
second phase particles in the dissimilar joint, XRD patterns were analyzed (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: XRD pattern of different zones in the as-weld specimen.

According to the literature, the main strengthening phases in AA2198 alloy aged at 155°C were
Al2CuLi (T1) [57], Al3Li (δ’) and Al2Cu (θ’). In SZ, the dissolution of the T1 phase results in δ’ and
θ’ formation [58, 59]. However, the analysis of XRD patterns did not show the peak of Li-contain
compounds here. It can be attributed to two main origins. Firstly, in low amounts of Li (0.8-1.1%
Li), the formation of Al-Li compounds is more probable in elevated temperatures. So maybe Li
compounds were negligible or could not form during the process. Also, considering that the δ’
phase has FCC structure, the principal atomic planes of the Al and δ’ phase were in the same
positions and it was not detected [60-63]. Al2(Cu,Fe) and AlCu were the main particles
precipitated in the SZ. Evaluation of the lattice parameters by XRD showed that in the (111) plane

had the maximum peak intensity ratio in SZ. In order to authorize the XRD outputs, the chemical
composition of particles in base metals and SZ measured by the EDS (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: FE-SEM images and related EDS provided from intermetallic particles in (a) AA2198 base metal, (b)
SZ of AA2198, and (c) SZ of AA7475.

Figs. 6(a-c) show the morphology, size distribution, and chemical composition of the particles in
base metals and SZ of dissimilar joint. It is clear that particles in SZ were finer compared with the
base metals. The chemical composition of the particles provided by EDS analysis approved the
XRD outputs. Because in AA2198, Wt% of Al was 49.16% and Wt% of Cu/Fe was about 50.84%,
which implies the formation of the AlCu compound. Meanwhile, Wt% of Al in fine particles of the
SZ was twice the Cu/Fe, which points to precipitation of Al2(Cu,Fe) particles. This result was
completely in accordance with the obtained results by XRD. EDS analysis taken from particles in
SZ of AA7475 revealed that they were enriched from the Cu. Supplementary investigation on the
evolved precipitates in SZ performed using backscatter FE-SEM map elemental analysis (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Backscatter FE-SEM elemental map view indicating the distribution of main constituent elements in
the SZ of FSWed AA7475-AA2198.

As can be seen, Cu and Fe were the substantial contributing elements of the analyzed particles in
SZ that validates the EDS and XRD outputs. Likewise, a small amount of Zn was also detected in
particles, which probably diffused to SZ from AA7475. It is proved that generally, the main
strengthening phases in AA7475 are MgZn2 (η or η’) and CuMgAl2 (S) [64].
Stereo micrograph presenting different regions in dissimilar welding of AA2198 to AA7475 and
the hardness variation across the weld line in similar and dissimilar states is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Macro-image showing different zones in dissimilar weld (a) and variation of Brinell hardness in
similar and dissimilar states (b) in FSWed AA7475 and AA2198 sheets.

As shown, in similar welded AA7475 sheets, hardness was rather homogeneous across the joint,
ranging from 130 to 140 HB. Except the remarkable hardness decline in TMAZ, similar welding
of AA2198 sheets also induced a uniform hardness distribution (about 100 HB). Due to the grain
refinement and distribution of fine precipitates in SZ, the center of the weld line showed higher
hardness than TMAZ. The hardness profile of a dissimilar joint of AA7475-AA2198 showed that
apart from strength depression in TMAZ, the hardness of AA7475 was higher because of the
synergistic effect of finer grain and small precipitates strengthening. Analysis of DSC taken from
different sections of the similar welded AA2198, similar welded AA7475 and dissimilar welding
between AA7475 and AA2198 are shown in Figs. 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c), respectively.

Fig. 9: DSC curves of the samples sectioned from different locations across the AA2198-AA2198 (a),
AA7475-AA7475 (b) and AA2198-AA7475 joints. Numbers point to distance from the welding interface.

Accordingly, during the heating of AA2198, a prominent peak at 260 ℃ and a shallow peak around
330 ℃ have emerged (Fig. 9a). In 2xxx Al alloys, often two exothermic peaks of precipitation and
three endothermic peaks of dissolution appears that imply on formation and dissolution of GPB
zones and intermetallic phases, respectively [65, 66]. The dissolution of the GPB zone appeared
as a shallow peak on DSC curves (point A). As can be seen, approaching to the welding center
from both sides was accompanied by a slight shift in precipitation peak to higher temperatures
(point B). It might arise from releasement of residual stress remained from pre-straining through
welding heat. Besides, the third peak (point C) was removed in the welding center, which could
be attributed to the absence of a certain phase in SZ compared to the base metal. Based on DSC
curves of FSWed AA7475-AA7475 from base metal to SZ (Fig. 9b) solubilized specimen
demonstrated an exothermic peak close to 100 °C after quenching due to GP zone formation. In
the following, two subsequent exothermic peaks were emerged on the DSC curve around 250 °C
and 300 °C, which probably were originated from the precipitation of η and η’ phases. During the
natural aging, the first exothermic peak was omitted and an endothermic peak altered around
120 °C owing to the dissolution of GP zones. Similar observation is also reported on AA7075 [67].
A comparison of DSC curves from base to SZ in welded sheets indicated that the nugget and base
metal experienced similar phase transformations. However, emersion of an exothermic peak at
340 °C in TMAZ suggests that some particles were formed there. Furthermore, the maximum peak
depth at 250 °C was related to the welding center, which implies on precipitation of more
particles in the SZ. GP dissolution in nugget took place at 120 °C. By getting away from the SZ,
endothermic peaks in HAZ and TMAZ were shifted to the higher temperatures. However,
exothermic precipitation of η phase occurred at a rather lower temperature. Fuller et al. [68] also
reported similar results during the aging of AA7XXX and attributed the observed peak at 120 °C
to dissolution of GP(I) zones and the other peak at 140 °C to dissolution of GP(II) zones,
respectively. It suggests that FSW has no significant effect on the precipitation of the η phase.
Because the peak of η dissolution did not observe and the precipitation had similar enthalpy in
different welding zones. According to the DSC analysis of dissimilar joint between AA7475 and
AA2198 from the base to weld (Fig. 9c), the general trend of DSC curves for the dissimilar joint
was alike with those welded as similar. As shown, by approaching the welding interface,
endothermic peak A was shifted to lower temperatures, exothermic peak B became shallower and
was displaced to the higher temperatures and peak C gradually have been disappeared. The
obtained results revealed that in AA2198 side of the dissimilar joint, the accumulation of particles
in SZ was lower than the base metal. Whereas in AA7475, base metal had similar characteristics
with the SZ. As can be seen, solution treatment of the welded sheets in elevated temperatures
dissolved most of the particles, and any highlight phase transformation did not emerge in the DSC
curve of the solution treated sample.

Solution treatment
As aforementioned, a wide range of time (5 min to 8 h) and temperature (450-600 ℃) for solution
treatment of FSWed AA2XXX and AA7XXX sheets were introduced in the literature. In order to
find the optimum treatment condition, at first, samples were annealed at 560 ℃ for 1 h to dissolve
most of the particles and inclusions. The microstructure of dissimilarly welded AA2198-AA7475
after solution-treatment at 560 ℃ is presented in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10: Microstructure of FSWed AA7475-AA2198-T3 after solution-treatment at 560 ℃ for 1 h in surface
(a) and cross-section (b) of the sample, and stereo micrograph of crack propagation (c) and failure of the
joint (d) from TMAZ of AA7475.

As can be seen, annealing at 560 ℃ for 1 h completely eliminated the welding history. Comparison
of Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), which are provided from surface and cross-section of solution treated
sample indicated that unlike the as-weld state, maximum grain growth has occurred in SZ and
TMAZ. However, the formation of some cracks in SZ and TMAZ of AA7475 that were propagated
parallel to the welding junction (Fig. 10c) debilitated the TMAZ and resulted in the failure of the
weld from this point (Fig. 10d). Analysis of the fracture surface revealed that applying a
temperature higher than 550 ℃ for a long time led to the formation of Cu-rich compounds in the
SZ and TMAZ (Fig. 11a) and intensive grain growth (Fig. 11b) in these areas. Such disbanding due
to the formation of Cu compounds having a weakening effect has also observed on Ti-Cu joints
[69].

Fig. 11: Formation of the IM phases in grain boundaries after solution treatment at 560 ℃ for 1 h.

Due to the destructive consequence of high annealing time and temperature, other solution
treatment procedures were examined. For this purpose, samples were annealed at 480 ℃ for 30
to 90 min (Fig. 12) and at 540 ℃ for 10 to 30 min (Fig. 13), respectively.

Fig. 12: Solution treatment of dissimilar joint of AA7475-AA2198 at 480 ℃ for 30 to 90 min.

As illustrated, during annealing at 480 ℃ recrystallization of the new grains began from the weld
surface. In the following, grains were elongated toward the bottom of SZ, and grain growth was

started from the center of SZ. However, during annealing at 480 ℃, SZ of AA7475 was entirely
recrystallized, but still notable parts of TMAZ in AA2198 were not recrystallized even after 90
min solution treatment. Hence, annealing at higher temperatures has been examined.

Fig. 13: Solution treatment of dissimilar joint of AA7475-AA2198 at 540 ℃ for 10 to 30 min.

The comparison of the microstructural changes during the annealing at 540 ℃ with obtained
structures during annealing at 480 ℃ indicated that higher temperatures could increase the
nucleation sites during the recrystallization. As a result, finer grains could germinate from stress
localization points, i.e., SZ and TMAZ. According to Fig. 13, after 30 min annealing at 540 ℃, almost
whole of SZ and TMAZ on both sides were recrystallized. However, parts of the initially
recrystallized grains in the welding surface were grown. Hence, all the dissimilar welded
specimens were solution treated at 540 ℃ for 30 min before aging.
Aging
Common standard aging procedure for AA2198 alloy is T8 temper as isothermal treatment at 155
°C for 14 h [70]. On the other hand, for the AA7475 sheets, two types of heat treatments were
introduced. Often for the standard aging, T6xx treatment was employed and when an over aging
could improve the exfoliation or stress corrosion resistance, T76xx and T73xx were applied by

the researchers. Usually, these treatments have been performed in two stages. In the first step,
samples underwent short-term aging at 100-120 °C, and in the second step, were subjected to
long-term aging at 155-170 °C.
To investigate the effect of STA on the mechanical strength of the studied alloys, firstly AA2198AA2198 and AA7475-AA7475 similar joints were heat-treated at temperatures of 155 °C and 170
°C. Variation of hardness in similar FSWed sheets as a function of aging time at 155 °C is depicted
in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14: Transversal hardness profile in AA2198-AA2198 joint after aging at 155 °C (a) and in aged AA7475AA7475 weld after aging at 170 °C in different periods after 3h annealing at 120 °C.

As can be seen, aging up to 3 h had no significant effect on similar welded of AA2198 sheets. But
longer aging gradually increased the hardness while a substantial difference between the SZ and
base metal was established. In particular, base metal ever showed higher hardness values than
the weld zone during the long-term aging. It could be attributed to the precipitation coarsening
and partial grain growth in SZ. Based on the hardness profile in the transverse section of the
similar FSWed AA7475 sheets (Fig. 14b), increasing the aging time had a destructive effect on
hardness due to overaging drawbacks. In the meantime, hardness value in advancing and
retreating sides had close values. Hardness variation as a function of aging time in different
distances from the SZ is measured and the results are presented in Figs. 15 (a) and 15 (b).

Fig. 15: Variation of hardness as a function of aging time for the 2198-7475 weld at 155 °C and 170 °C in
base metal (a) and HAZ/TMAZ interface (b) of the AA2198 and AA7475.

Comparison of Figs. 15 (a) and 15 (b) revealed that aging at 170 °C induced higher improvement
in the hardness value in both base metal and the HAZ/TMAZ interface, particularly in AA2198
side. Although aging longer than 20 h eventuated in hardness attenuation in the AA7475. The
enhancement of the mechanical strength in AA2198 side and attenuation in hardness value in the
AA7475 side can be attributed to nucleation of second-phase particles and coarsening of the
precipitates, respectively. Because due to the low temperature for aging, even long-term aging
could on remarkably impress the grain size of the welded sheets. The corresponding hardness
profile across the weld line after two-step aging at 170 °C is depicted in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16: Effect of aging time at 170 °C after primary treatment at 120 °C for 3h on the hardness profile of
AA2198-AA7475 weld line.

The most highlight advantage of aging up to about 20 h was the hardness trade-off in both sides
of the weld line and reaching to a uniform strength. Aging below 18 h however could improve the
hardness in AA2198 side to the desired level, but still, the TMAZ of AA2198 was the weakest point
along the joint. In the meantime, aging longer than 21h led to a significant drop in hardness in
AA7475 side which probably was due to over-aging and precipitate coarsening. The optimum
aging condition would be the balance point between the hardness decline in the AA7475 side and
the hardness enhancement in AA2198 side. Hence, despite the significant difference between the
hardness values in two sides of the weld line at the beginning of aging, after about 18-21 h aging,
the weld line was reached to a uniform strength without any defects formation throughout the
joined sheets.
Concluding remarks
In the current study, aerospace aluminum alloys of 2198-T3 and 7475-W were joined together
via friction stir welding (FSW) technique. To optimize the weld properties, samples underwent
STA treatment employing different combinations of solution treatment and aging, and the

microstructure and hardness variation were evaluated. The most highlight achievements of this
research can be summarized as follows:
 Microstructural observations revealed that during the FSW process, the finest grains
were formed in the SZ and particularly the surface of the joint, which was in direct touch
with the rotary shoulder. During the solution treatment, recrystallization began from such
stress localization points followed by an abnormal grain growth.
 OM analysis of the solution treated samples at 480 ℃ and 540 ℃ indicated that solution
treatment at 540 ℃ for 30 min pulled the trigger of the recrystallization from multiple
sites and created finer grains. Likewise, by annealing at 480 ℃, recrystallization was
started from the surface and the grains were gradually grown toward the center of SZ.
 Comparison of phase transformations by EDS, FE-SEM, XRD, and DCS proved that AA2198
was more susceptible to precipitation. Such characteristics validated by more peaks in
DSC curves implying on phase transformations, diverse particles detected by XRD and
enrichment of the particles in SZ from the elements diffused from base metals to the SZ.
 Regardless of similar/dissimilar welding, the hardness in SZ was lower than the parent
metals. The minimum hardness obtained in the HAZ/TMAZ interface. Such a hardness
depression could attribute to the coarsening of the precipitates in this area.
 Generally, imposing the STA to AA2198 samples improved their hardness, while it had a
destructive effect on AA7475. Hence, in similar joints, aging could be beneficial for
AA2198 and was detrimental to the AA7475. In the dissimilar state, aging up to about 20h
induced the uniform hardness profile, while longer aging led to hardness attenuation.
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